
  
 
Facility Name: Cairns Colonial Club Resort  
 
Facility Type:  Resort 
 
Facility Address:  18-26 Cannon St, Cairns  
 
Phone:  07 4053 5111 – within Australia 
    +61 7 4053 5111 – International 
 
Fax:    07 4053 7072 – within Australia 
    +61 7 4053 7072 – International 
 
Email:    info@cairnscolonialclub.com.au  
 
Web:      www.cairnscolonialclub.com.au 
 
Room numbers: Two accessible rooms with interconnecting rooms 
 
 

 
 
The resort is located 4KM from the CBD and 7KM from the airport. 
 
Parking: 
 
There is one designated accessible parking bay immediately in front of 
reception with several reserved spaces that can be used if required. There is 
an undercover area for drop offs immediately in front of reception.  
 
Entry into reception 
 
Entry into reception is through a large open level area with no steps or 
thresholds.  
 
The reception desk does not have a lowered section for wheel chairs but staff 
are very friendly and will assist where necessary. 
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Accessible parking bay         Undercover drop off area  
   

   
Entry into reception                            Reception counter 
   
Access to public areas 
 
Entry into the restaurant is through the main foyer, there are no steps or lips 
into the restaurant making access very easy to tables and the buffet. 
 
The Pool bar and pool is close to the accessible accommodation and the 
paths are level and well constructed making access easy. There are three 
pools in total on the property with the most accessible pool being located next 
to the pool bar. The pool will not be accessible to all levels of disability.  
 
The Jardine restaurant and Fitness Centre are not accessible due to stair 
access.  
 
Accommodation: 
 
The accessible guest rooms are located close to reception on the ground 
floor. Access into the room is over a level threshold with no sills, the door 
width is 780mm clear opening. The doors are light and easy to open with D 
style levers and no force required to push the doors open. 
 



 
Accessible room 
 
Room furniture can be moved to suit the guest’s requirements, just notify staff 
when booking and they will be more than happy to assist.  
The bed room has two king single beds that can be zipped together to make 
one king bed, please advise requirement when booking. Under bed clearance 
is 100mm and the height to the top of mattress is 530 mm. Clear spaces from 
side of bed 800mm or 2.5m if one bed removed. 
 
The interconnecting room is a mirror image of the accessible room. There are 
no accessible bathroom facilities in the interconnecting room. 
 

   
Accessible bedroom note emergency call button and grab rail next to bed 
   
There is a writing desk provided with a height to the top of the desk at 700mm 
and a clear height from the floor of 670mm. There is a coffee/tea making 
facility and small bar fridge underneath. The TV and air conditioning can be 
controlled by remote controls from the bed. Clothes hanging in cupboard is 
low level for easy access. 
 



   
Cupboard/coffee and tea making area TV and writing desk 
 
 
Sanitary Facilities: 
 
Entry into the accessible shower and toilet is through a 625mm clear opening 
door. The facility is a combined toilet and shower with a dimension of 
2200mm long by 1830mm wide. There is no drop down shower seat but a 
portable shower seat is provided. A shower commode can be hired from 
Phoenix Medical and Prescription and delivered to the resort if required. 
Contact Phoenix on 4041 3629.  Horizontal and vertical grab rails are 
provided and the shower rose is adjustable with flick mix tap. 
 
Grab rails are fitted to the toilets and are mounted 770mm from the floor to top 
of grab rail. The height from the floor to the top of the pan seat is 440mm and 
480mm from wall to centre of seat. The sink is located 460mm from the front 
left side of the pan, this may hinder some transfer styles. 
 
Clearance to the under side of the sink is 680mm with a height to top of sink 
at 810mm. The mirror is full length from floor to ceiling. 
 
An emergency call button is located between the shower and toilet. 
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                                   Diagram not to scale. 
 
 
General: 
 
Staff are very friendly and will assist with baggage if required.  
 
Assistance dogs are welcome on the premises. 
 
The resort has an accessible low floor bus available to transport guests to and 
from airport or city. The resort has a timetable and if the accessible bus is 
required please notify reception prior to travel. 

Sink 



Hearing Impaired Facilities: 
 
Flashing light on telephone 
 
 
Other Facilities: 
 
Phone and emergency button hung at of bed 
Additional grab rails located at end of bed  
Low level clothes hanging facilities 
Accessible draws and storage 
 
 
 
 


